The ancient and extinct language Meroitic is investigated using Zipf's Law. In particular, since Meroitic is still undeciphered, the Zipf law analysis allows us to assess the quality of current texts and possible avenues for future investigation using statistical techniques.
Introduction
Zipf's law is one of the oldest and most fundamental numerical measures of text structure (Zipf, 1948) . There have been many studies of Zipf's Law affirming its universal importance and prevalence among human languages. Rank-frequency distributions of word forms in human languages in most cases abide by the right-truncated Zipf distribution (Zipf 1948; McCowan, et. al. 1999 McCowan, et. al. , 2005 , however, possessing such a plot is a necessary, but not sufficient, measure of whether the repertoire can represent a real human language. Zipf's work was later expanded and given a firm mathematical footing by connecting it to the burgeoning area of information theory. Both Mandelbrot (1953) and Naranan & Balasubrahmanyan (1992a, b) derived results similar to Zipf's Law by using an entropy based fitness with Mandelbrot using the letter as the primary symbol and Naranan & Balasubrahmanyan using the word as the primary symbol. Structured discourse is not the only possible origin of power law behavior though. Miller (1957 ) & Li (1992 among others show that a text of random words and spaces can also demonstrate power law behavior. This so-called "monkey language", named for the amusing concept of monkeys randomly typing on typewriters, can produce a Zipfian spectrum with respect to the probability vs. rank of word occurrence. However, Ferrer i Cancho & Solé (2002) have shown that "monkey language" does not present a completely realistic reproduction of human language statistics. In "monkey language", the inverse Zipf plot where the probability of a word having a frequency of appearance in the text P(f) is plotted vs. frequency shows non-power law behavior in contrast to the power law behavior of human languages. Thus it seems "monkey language" does not render Zipf's Law a trivial aspect of linguistic statistics. Therefore Zipf's law is still an important and perhaps a fundamental aspect of human languages whose significance is still heavily debated and researched.
The Zipf plots for many modern languages have been well studied. In this paper, the Zipf plot of the word occurrence frequencies for a corpus of Meroitic texts is investigated in the same light. Since Meroitic has still been undeciphered for almost 100 years, this author believes new techniques borrowed from quantitative linguistics may be useful in illuminating the structure and meaning of the language. As a litmus test for further study, a basic adherence to Zipf's Law can confirm the texts currently in possession have lexical statistics in a manner consistent with other languages and thus may be amenable to other types of mathematical analysis.
A Short History of Meroitic (Török 1997; Lobban 2004)
Meroitic was the written language of the ancient civilization of Kush, located for centuries in what is now the Northern Sudan. The word 'Meroitic' derives from the name of the city Meroë, which was located on the East bank of the Nile south of where the Atbara River flows off to the east. It is the second oldest written language in Africa after Egyptian hieroglyphs. It is a phonetic language with both a hieroglyph form using some adopted Egyptian hieroglyphs and a cursive form similar to Egyptian Demotic writing. The language had one innovation uncommon in ancient written languages such as Egyptian hieroglyphics or Greek in that there was a word separator, similar in function to spaces in modern scripts, that looks similar to a colon (see Table 1 ). Meroitic was employed starting the 2nd century BC and was continuously used until the fall of Meroë in the mid 4th century AD. The script was rediscovered in the 19th and 20th centuries as Western archaeologists began investigating the ancient ruins in the Sudan. The first substantial progress in deciphering Meroitic came around 1909 when British archaeologist Francis Llewellyn Griffith was able to use a bark stand which had the names of Meroitic rulers in Meroitic and Egyptian hieroglyphs. The Meroitic hieroglyphs were then corresponded to the Meroitic cursive script and it was then possible to transliterate Meroitic (see Table 1 ). Some vocabulary was later deciphered by scholars including loan words from Egyptian, gods, names, honorifics, and common items (see Table 2 ). However, the language remains largely undeciphered. The greatest hope for decipherment, a Rosetta stone type of tablet containing writing in Meroitic and a known language such as Egyptian, Greek, Latin, or Axumite, has yet to be found. Further confounding research is the confusion regarding which language family Meroitic belongs to. Cognate analysis has proceeded extremely slowly since it is disputed to which language family Meroitic properly belongs. Recent work by (Rilly, 2004) has suggested that Meroitic belongs to the North Eastern Sudanic family, however, full decipherment has still proceeded very slowly. In light of the slow progress by traditional linguistics methods to translate the language, this author has begun to investigate various methods such as natural language processing and types of statistical analysis to try to gleam more information about the language, its structure, and meaning. This is not an entirely new approach since Meroitic was one of the earliest ancient languages to be investigated using computers (Leclant 1978; Heyler 1970 Heyler , 1974 .
The Zipf Plot of Meroitic

Mathematical Techniques
The author analyzed the texts by using a computer program to fit them to the Zipf version of the zeta function where the frequency of a word given its rank is given by the following equation:
, 1,2,3..
Where f z is the probability of the word of rank z for ranks 1 to n (right-truncated), C is the normalizing constant, and α is the scaling factor of the power law behavior; f z is considered zero for all z greater than n. The author analyzed 25 of the longest and most complete texts. These typically have at least 20 different word tokens with a highest frequency count of at least 2. These texts were from the Répertoire d'épigraphie méroïtique (REM), the largest collection of writings in the Meroitic script. Except for a few large stelae, such as those by the Meroitic king Taneyidamani (REM 1044), almost all Meroitic scripts available are funerary texts which follow a similar and well-recognized formulaic pattern for the obituaries recorded within them. The Altmann-Fitter statistical software was used to calculate the parameters and the Zipf distribution and fit it to the data.
Some spellings were standardized since many words were obviously spelled in different ways since there was no standard spelling in Ancient Kush. The author was judicious, however, and did not make specious replacements of similar looking words but words that were used in identical contexts and almost identical spellings. Words which were partially illegible were not corrected and counted as a single instance of an "illegible" word.
In the end, two Zipf distributions were created. The first, is a standard Zipf distribution of the frequency and rank of individual words in the corpus. Individual words were distinguished by being separated by the separator character (which can be found in Table 1 ). The second Zipf distribution took into account the presence of many conspicuous bound morphemes in the Meroitic language. Many Meroitic verbs, as well, as some nouns have suffixes which contain grammatical meaning. For example, it is known that the suffix telowi or teli is appended to the name of a place, such as a city, to indicate that the subject of the sentence was affiliated with this place. There is also an extremely common suffix lowi or li that is appended to nouns that may denote the noun as an indirect object in the sentence. Their definitions are still tenuous, however, these bound morphemes are very common and were separated into independent words for the second Zipf plot. The six bound morphemes separated out were "qo", "lo", "li", "te", "lebkwi", "mhe". They were separated in the manner:
qo separated out to "qo" lw separated out to "lw" atomhe ato and mhe lo separated out to "lo" telowi te and lo and wi atmhe at and mhe li separated out to "li" teli te and li qowi qo and wi lowi lo and wi lebkwi lebk and wi
Results
The numerical results for each of the individual texts, as well as the entire corpus, is presented here in Table 3 . N is the total number of words and V is the number of distinct word types. BM indicates a bound morpheme separated out text. Table 4 shows the rank frequency distribution for two of the texts used, REM 1003 (the Amanirenas/Akinidad stela) and REM 1020, this information is provided to allow readers to confirm the results with their own analysis. Interestingly, REM 1003 had less word types with the bound morphemes removed since many word types in the regular version appear both alone or with one or more types of suffixes, so separated out you are left with less word types. Most texts were funeral texts with a very redundant and standardized structure. The words, wosi (Isis), soreyi (Osiris), terike (begotten of), and tedge (born of) are present in almost all of the funeral texts and this fact is accounted for in their high ranks. Outside of the funeral texts and their repetitious obituaries, only several long stelae remain which seem to be documentaries of the role of the ruler it is dedicated to (ie. Akinidad, Haramadoye, Taneyidamani, etc.). Given this intuitive result, perhaps the language is more accurately represented with the bound morphemes separated since this populates the necessary high frequency words lacking in the first analysis.
Overall, the Meroitic language shows that it behaves like all other human languages in following the Zipf law for word frequency. This starting point allows us to more confidently use further statistical techniques to further understand Meroitic.
Conclusion
The above analysis indicates that Meroitic, despite being undeciphered, statistically behaves like all other human languages with a word frequency distribution exhibiting power law behavior. Though our texts are very short, the original requirement of a ≈ 1 cannot be maintained. If we use the more realistic version of Zipf´s law, namely the truncation at the right side of the distribution, the value of the parameter a is not characteristic of human language but more probably of the given text or genre.
Modern linguistic theory dictates it is unlikely that one can completely reconstruct a natural language based only on statistical data. However, with words that are already known, perhaps one can use context and other methods to infer currently hidden meanings in the Meroitic texts. This paper serves as a foundation for such work by demonstrating that Meroitic behaves statistically like other languages in adhering to Zipf word frequency distributions. Possible future statistical analysis could use some similarity measure to relate unknown words to current known ones and allow us to perhaps infer the meanings of some unknown words by seeing which known words they are similar to. If such an analysis would even be moderately successful, it would open new doors of analysis both in archaeology and mathematical linguistics.
